Genuine Zebra®
supplies

The natural choice for your Zebra® printer
Get the best performance from your Zebra printer by using genuine Zebra supplies
Quality
Zebra supplies are made by Zebra,
for Zebra printers, to the highest
standards.They are all extensively
tested to ensure best print quality
and performance before they
are branded and introduced into
the range. Tested on the printers
they will be used on, in the
combinations they will be used
in, they are developed specifically
for our users’ requirements. As
an ISO9001 compliant company,
quality is an integral part of Zebra’s
day to day culture. Customers can
place their orders confident in the
fact that the products they receive
will be of the highest quality.
Performance and reliability
Using genuine Zebra supplies will
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give optimum printer performance
and minimise printhead wear and
tear. By using Zebra supplies,
you can be sure of consistent
performance and can eliminate
scanning and printing issues that
you may experience with thirdparty media.
Wide product range
Zebra has a wide range of over 80
label, tag and receipt materials as
well as specialist products such as
wristbands. Paper and synthetic,
direct-thermal and thermal-transfer,
self-adhesive and tags or receipt
papers: we’ve got it covered. Zebra
can also deliver expert solutions,
such as tamper-evident labels,
high-temperature labels and
special adhesives. With specially

developed combinations of ribbon
and media, Zebra has solutions
to meet many international
regulations including UL, CSA
and FDA.
Convenience
Zebra can respond to all your
supplies needs, thereby reducing
the time, cost and risk involved
in sourcing from more than one
supplier. With over 500 ZipShipSM
supplies solutions in stock, a
further 570 non-stocked, paper
products available from our
EaziPrice range and our ability to
custom-make items to your specific
requirements, there is no need
to look any further than Zebra for
supplies.
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Zebra supplies are available from stock via the ZipShip programme or can be
custom-made to application-specific requirements.

ZipShip-stocked supplies

EaziPrice

Ready-made
ZipShip supplies are on the shelf and ready for immediate
despatch. So we can offer you fast shipment and you only
need to order one box!

Label Pricing Made “Eazi”!
EaziPrice offers instant pricing on over 570 plain paper
products suitable for Zebra print engines, high-end, mid-range
and desktop printers. Select your printer type, material and
size range and the price list will display the available items.
With information on pricing, sizes, weights, box quantities and
access to download technical drawings, labelling has never
been so “Eazi”!

Wide range
Our ZipShip supplies portfolio consists of a range of the most
popular label sizes and industry standards. Plus we stock
matched ribbons in a variety of widths to provide the perfect
media combination.
Competitive
Zebra is one of the largest label converters in Europe, so
we buy raw material at very competitive rates and drive
manufacturing costs down as low as possible, meaning that
our customers will benefit from low prices for top-quality
products. Our ZipShip products are made in large production
runs, so even small orders are competitively priced.
Easy to choose
Choosing the right ZipShip label (and ribbon) is easy with
our online ZipShip selector tool, available at
www.zebrazipship.com
We also have free iPhone and Blackberry apps available to
download to ensure you can always find the supplies you
need – even when you are away from your PC.

EaziPrice lists are available for partners to download from the
supplies section of www.accesszebra.com

Zebra supplies at the Click of a Button
ZipShip Tool
Find the products we hold in stock in the ZipShip
range at www.zebrazipship.com
Download our free apps for access on the move!

EaziPrice
Download pricing information on over 570 plain,
paper products from the supplies section of
www.accesszebra.com
Supplies Material Guide
Find the correct materials for your labelling
applications at supplies.zebra.com
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Custom supplies

Ribbons

Custom supplies can be made to order for applications where
sizes, colours or materials are required that our ZipShip or
EaziPrice ranges don’t cover.

Ribbons are carefully selected and tested to the same rigorous
standards as our label materials. Zebra tests each ribbon with
a variety of label materials and only accepts products into
the range that meet a strict set of criteria. Only the very best
ribbons become part of the Zebra range. Zebra Technologies
holds ribbons in stock at a variety of widths for all printers from
narrow desktop wax ribbons to wide resin ribbons and for
those times when black just won’t do, we also carry a range
of wax coloured and white resin ribbons.

Extended range
Labels can be made to order for specific sizes, materials or
designs, or where pre-printing is required. A wide selection
of materials is available quickly, from papers to high-end
synthetics including UL- approved polyesters and polyimides,
offering a multitude of solutions. From low temperature
cryogenic labels to tamper evident security labels, to tyre
labels to meet European tyre labelling regulations, Zebra has
a solution and if all you want is a simple label to stick on your
box, we do those too!
Design expertise
Zebra has a large in-house team of highly skilled supplies
experts, available to design a customised labelling solution to
fit individual application requirements.
Tried and tested
Custom supplies are designed, manufactured and tested
to high standards so you can be assured of the results.
Sample rolls and test rolls are available for customers to try in
application to ensure suitability. Zebra supplies are specified
by many multinational businesses who trust in the high quality
Zebra delivers.

Zebra Price
Zebra is the largest buyer of ribbons globally and uses that
buying power to offer competitive pricing across the range.
So not only do you get the best quality; you also get the best
price. Add to this Zebra’s reliable service and a minimum order
of just one box - why pay more elsewhere?
Additional Benefits
Use of genuine Zebra ribbons and media not only eliminates
downtime due to inconsistent print quality, reprints or
scannability issues but also dramatically increases the life of
the printhead, lowering the total lifetime cost of the printer.
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